**FREE Structural Masonry Design Support**

*Save time and money with structural masonry solutions*

A local structural engineer is now available to offer free third-party structural masonry engineering support and education regarding cost effective structural masonry design and construction solutions. This service is supplemental to existing engineering services.

**SERVICES**

1. design reviews
2. conceptual alternates
3. new product information
4. project specific consultation
5. masonry design spreadsheets
   - code compliance review
6. masonry design software support & training
   - RAM Elements, RISA 3D, RISA Masonry, Quick Masonry, Structural Masonry Design System
   - "Masonry Software Review" presentation comparing attributes of each program
7. masonry design resources
   - books, design guides, codes, articles, industry standards, tips & tricks
8. integration of structural & architectural details
9. initial & life-cycle cost analysis
10. customized in-house seminars
11. movement control concepts
12. student education

---

To set up an appointment contact Pat Conway, AIA, pconway@imiweb.org, 800.464.0988, 608.437.6871

---

Sam Rubenzer, MBA, PE, SE
Masonry Design Specialist
sam@forsecconsulting.com

This program is provided by members of the Mason Contractors Association of Milwaukee (MCAM), International Union of Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers – Wisconsin Administrative Council (BAC), Wisconsin Masonry Alliance (WMA) and the International Masonry Institute (IMI).